
 
 

Pat Delafield        Designing Your Life with Intent          (425)918-0854 

From my 21
st
 birthday until today life has been one constant adventure. A vision when I 

was 15, headed me toward trusting God, and showed that something-out-there was to 

be my security and source of supply.  The hardest lesson in my life has been the 

bizarre need to be original in what I do. I have learned from my study and research 

from other people’s work, but have tested it through my own experience. 

What I have learned: 

 Self-empowerment. Knowing there are no two things in the Universe, there is 

only one. Knowing Mind, Energy and God are interchangeable names for this 

Source energy. It is the Conscious union with this life force that gives true 

Freedom. 

 Co-Creating with Source energy and keeping balanced interchange with our 

‘doing’ is true Self-empowerment.  

 This Source Mind is not a void. It is Love, Life, Truth, Intelligence, Spirit, Soul, 

and Principle.* It is infused with dynamic power that is unleased with focused 

thought. Intent or Attitude pre-dominates materialized form. 

 How can the knowledge of Gold, Huna and Science facilitate Self-

empowerment? How can asking questions and dowsing assist you in being your 

best self? These are areas of my greatest interest.  

Gold has a radiating frequency that permeates the very air we breathe. We have been 

taught through demonstration, from the earliest records that it is for the gods, royalty or 

churches, but not for us. Therefore, our subconscious programming pushes us away 

from even its smallest frequencies. To embrace it is to understand it. To understand 

the Gold frequencies and dowse those into our systems can open our connections to 

our wholeness. 

Huna is the ancient knowledge that explains our three selves; Conscious, 

Subconscious and Super Conscious Selves. When all three Selves agree, there is little 

we cannot do. Specific meditations and prayer have been passed down through the 

Kahunas. My studies and therapy practice has helped hundreds of people reclaim their 

lives. 

Science is a process of discovery. Through practical investigation of the behavior of 

the physical and natural world. It is a way to approach life. When natural Law facilitates 

the experiments, God is often included. 

Astrology The sky is without limit, yet, part of your basic uniqueness is how the 

planets are aligned at your birth time. Non-believers seem more like the proverbial 

blindfolded man describing the elephant by touching the elephant’s tail. Having your 



 
 

astrology chart and interpretations is like having the wheel at the helm of ship in any 

weather. 

I have been studying astrology and doing charts since the early ‘80’s, but feel there is 

more to offer than any thousand astrologers trying to prove any one point. It is a 

constant, at hand, discovery unique to the person. 

 

Psychic Readings For reasons known to Cosmic discernment, I was born with high 

psychic potentials. After a serious auto accident in 1975, those sensitivities saved my 

life and brought me to deep spiritual awareness of the unseen world. My battles with 

the sinister side of astral interferences have gifted me with seeing blocked energy in 

others as well as potentials for new awakenings. I see and hear spirit and feel the 

loving presence of Spiritual guides and teachers. 

 

Private Huna Sessions are introductions to your Subconscious Self. The Child within 

holds on to childhood and sometimes past life experiences with the same sense of 

fear, anger and frustration as the event itself. By meeting your subconscious, a real 

relationship is formed that is available for forgiving, and a releasing that is oftentimes 

permanent. 

 

 
 

Pat’s an international speaker, traveler, instructor, dowser, 

inspiration, compassionate and loving being. 

Call if you’d like a private reading with Pat call (425)918-0854 

Pat Delafield (from WA) is offering  

“Having a Healthy Relationship with Gold”   

Workshop 
 

Sun. May 21st 1:15pm – 4:45pm,  
Shasta County Library, 1100 Parkview Ave., 

Redding, CA.   

Workshop Cost: $50 
 


